
1. Introduction
The H2O and CO2 ice clouds on Mars are primary constituents studied for understanding the past and present 
climate of the planet (Forget & Pierrehumbert, 1997; Montmessin et al., 2004). Cloud particles can affect the 
energy balance of the planet (e.g., Wolff et al., 2019), and thus the atmospheric dynamics, as well as influence 
the vertical distribution of dust particles through dust scavenging. The dust scavenging by H2O clouds has critical 
consequences in the water cycle of the planet; for example, regions in the atmosphere with insufficient quantity of 
dust particles (or condensation nuclei) can inhibit the formation of H2O clouds (Määttänen et al., 2005; Montmessin 
et al., 2002), and thus reach water vapor concentrations in excess of saturation (Maltagliati et al., 2011; Navarro 
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of 161 twilights were analyzed in the cloudy period using a radiative transfer code and we found: (a) signatures 
of clouds/hazes in the signals in 58% of the twilights; (b) most of the clouds had altitudes between 40 and 
50 km, suggesting water ice composition, and had particle sizes between 0.6 and 2 µm; (c) the cloud activity 
at sunrise is slightly higher that at sunset, likely due to the differences in temperature; (d) the time period with 
more cloud detections and with the greatest cloud opacities is during Ls 120°–150°; and (e) a notable decrease 
in the cloud activity around aphelion, along with lower cloud altitudes and opacities. This decrease in cloud 
activity indicates lower concentrations of water vapor or cloud condensation nuclei (dust) around this period in 
the Martian mesosphere.

Plain Language Summary During twilight, ground-based observations of the irradiance allows 
the detection and characterization of high-altitude clouds (above 30–35 km). Because the sun is at or below the 
horizon, the cloud layers reflect the direct light that only reaches the higher parts of the atmosphere, producing 
an increase in the sky brightness with respect to the cloud-free scenario. Moreover, the decrease in the intensity 
with the solar zenith angle highly depends on the cloud altitude and density. Using observations made by 
the Radiation and Dust Sensor, part of the instrument Mars Environmental Dynamics Analyzer on board 
Perseverance rover, we present here a study of the twilight clouds detected at the Perseverance landing site for 
the first 490 sols of the mission (Mars Year 36). By modeling the irradiance at 450 and 950 nm with radiative 
transfer simulations, we constrained the cloud altitude, opacity, and particle radius. The number of twilights 
analyzed allowed us to study the seasonal trend in the cloud activity. During the cloudy period, Ls 39°–150°, 
we find a significant decrease in the cloud activity above 30–35 km around aphelion (Ls ∼ 70°). This implies 
that the seasonal distribution of clouds above 30–35 km differs from that observed at lower altitudes.
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et al., 2014). Although other mechanisms may be responsible for the existence of supersaturation on Mars as well 
(Fedorova et al., 2020), it is well established that the formation of clouds limits the concentration of water vapor 
to values below saturation, and this partially controls the amount of water vapor that can be transported to the 
higher parts of the atmosphere, where the water can be photodissociated into its lighter components H and O.

One of the two major cloud regimes on Mars is the aphelion cloud belt (ACB) (Clancy et al., 1996) occurring in 
the equatorial regions between ∼10°S and ∼30°N and during the northern spring and summer (Ls ∼ 0°–180°). 
The other main cloud regime is the hoods over the polar cap in both hemispheres (Benson et al., 2010, 2011) 
during late summer and the whole winter (these clouds are not studied in this work). As reported in many 
previous works, both events are observed every Martian year (MY). Although H2O and CO2 clouds or hazes 
have been observed and studied from the surface of Mars, directly through images or indirectly through aero-
sol opacity measurements (e.g., Lemmon et  al.,  2015; Lorenz et  al.,  2020;  P.  H. Smith & Lemmon,  1999), 
the longest record of cloud events comes from instrumentation onboard orbiters (e.g., Määttänen et al., 2010; 
McConnochie et al., 2010; Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2018; Tamppari et al., 2003; Wang & Ingersoll, 2002; Wolff 
et  al.,  2022). When these orbiter observations are made at limb-viewing geometry, information on the cloud 
vertical profiles can be derived (e.g., Rannou et al., 2006; M. D. Smith et al., 2013). In these particular cases the 
cloud frequency-of-occurrence or properties (e.g., opacity, particle radius) can be studied as a function of the alti-
tude. On the other hand, if the orbiter observations are obtained at nadir-viewing geometry, in general the cloud 
vertical profiles cannot be derived and the total ice column opacity is provided (e.g., Giuranna et al., 2021; M. D. 
Smith, 2009). While orbital observations provide a more complete global coverage, landed observations represent 
a critically important component to: (a) cross validate the orbital observations and retrievals; (b) study the diurnal 
and seasonal variations of the cloud activity without the impact of the orbiter spatial and temporal sampling; and 
(c) investigate the atmospheric context in which the clouds were formed (if observations of meteorological time 
series are available).

On 18 February 2021, the Mars 2020 rover Perseverance successfully landed in Jezero crater (latitude 18.44°N and 
longitude 77.45°E). To provide meteorological context for other observations and for future human exploration, 
Perseverance carries the Mars Environmental Dynamics Analyzer (MEDA) (Rodriguez-Manfredi et al., 2021) 
instrument, which includes a set of sensors: two wind sensors to infer wind direction and speed, five thermal 
sensors at different locations and heights (ATS), an infrared radiometer to measure ground and atmospheric 
temperature as well as atmospheric IR fluxes and reflected solar fluxes (TIRS), a relativity humidity sensor, a 
pressure sensor, and the Radiation and Dust Sensor (RDS) that measures the solar radiation at different wave-
lengths ranges from the UVA to the near infrared (Rodriguez-Manfredi et al., 2021, 2023). In this paper we focus 
on RDS observations at twilight, when the solar zenith angle (SZA) is between 90° and 98°, to detect and char-
acterize high-altitude clouds (above ∼30 km) for the first 492 sols of the mission (MY 36). We briefly describe 
the RDS in Section 2, as well as the observations, the principle of measurement and the radiative transfer (RT) 
modeling. In Section 3, we present time series of high-altitude aerosol layers (ALs) detected during twilight, the 
cloud retrievals and main results.

2. Observations and Radiative Transfer Modeling
2.1. RDS Instrument

RDS measures the solar irradiance at different spectral wavelengths and incident geometries. It is comprised of 
two sets of photodetectors (RDS-DP) and a camera pointing at zenith (RDS-SkyCam). The first set of photodetec-
tors, the Top channels, corresponds to eight zenith-pointed detectors which cover the light spectrum from UVA to 
Near IR (Top-1 to Top-8: 255, 259, 250–400, 450, 650, 750, 190–1,100, and 950 nm). Most of the Top detectors 
use interferential filters and mechanical masks (Apestigue et al., 2022) to constrain their field of view to ±15° 
zenith angle, while the Top-7 channel covers the full sky from 0° to 90° zenith angle and for all azimuth angles. 
The second set corresponds to the eight Lateral channels, which are pointed sideways at 20° (except Lat-8, which 
is 35°) above the rover deck and are all at 750 nm. The Lat-1 channel is blinded to study the photodetector perfor-
mance degradation. In this work only the observations made by the Top sensors will be used. In general, MEDA 
sampling is set at 1 Hz with all sensors operating for blocks of 1 hr and 5 min. The disposition of the blocks 
along the day are selected for each sol based on a cadence that alternates even and odd hours, and the duration 
and number of block sometimes change depending on power availability and data volume constraints. For this 
reason, not all the twilights are covered by MEDA. Because of the low levels of irradiance expected during this 
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time of the day, these RDS observations are acquired with an extra 40 gain factor (Apestigue et al., 2022), which 
is activated when SZA ≥ 90°. Note that because the RDS gain factor was not activated until sol 70, our analysis 
does not cover the first sols of the mission.

2.2. Principle of Measurement for the Detection of Clouds

Since high-altitude ALs (e.g., H2O clouds or detached dust layers) imply an increase in the irradiance during 
twilight, clouds can be detected by looking at the evolution of the RDS Top observations at SZAs between 90° 
and 98° (∼30 min long). Moreover, during this period only the higher parts of the atmosphere receive Sun direct 
light (as for altitudes 𝐴𝐴 𝐴R

(

1 + tan2(90◦ − SZA)
)0.5 , where R is the radius of the planet, the direct light intersects 

the planet surface), making the variation of the irradiance with SZA very sensitive to cloud properties such as the 
altitude or the number density. As indicated in Toledo, Rannou, Pommereau, Sarkissian, and Foujols (2016), this 
technique allows detecting clouds with very low opacities (subvisual opacities), as the pathway of sunlight in a 
horizontally homogeneous AL of h geometrical thickness is enhanced by a factor >1/sin(SZA − 90°). Figure 1 
shows, as an example, RDS signals measured by Top-4 (450 ± 10 nm) and Top-8 (950 ± 10 nm) sensors at 

Figure 1. The upper panels show a comparison between Radiation and Dust Sensor (RDS) observations at 450 (Top 4) 
and 950 nm (Top 8) made under cloud-free conditions (sol 99) and under the presence of clouds (sol 271). The presence 
of the clouds result in an increase in the irradiance (indicated with the black arrows). Note that each signal was normalized 
by the signal value at solar zenith angle = 90°. By doing so, we diminish the impact of the dust opacity and particle radius 
on the RDS signals, and make the comparison between signals easier to interpret. As we will see in the following section, 
the normalization of the signals also allow us to reduce the number of free parameters in the radiative transfer analysis. The 
presence of clouds (or hazes) on sol 271 at sunrise was also confirmed by images taken by the Visual Monitoring Camera 
(VMC) (Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2018) onboard Mars Express (lower panel). In the VMC images we see that Jezero crater 
(indicated with the black arrow) was overcast by bright morning limb clouds or hazes.
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twilight for a cloud free day and for a day with the presence of clouds (also confirmed by orbiter observations). 
We observe that the clouds produce an increase in the irradiance (indicated by the black arrows) with respect 
to the scenario without clouds, and thus by comparing each twilight recorded by the RDS with the signals for 
the cloud-free scenario, we can infer on what sols of the mission there were clouds (or high dust layers) present 
during this period of the day.

An easy way to determine when cloud features are present in the RDS observations is to compare the Top-4 and 
Top-8 signals for each twilight with those for the cloud-free day of Figure 1 (red lines and referred hereafter as 
the reference signals). Figure 2 shows, as an example, the correlation between the twilight RDS signals at 450 
and 950 nm and the reference signals (at the same wavelengths and SZAs) for three different sunrises. The two 
correlation curves (one for Top-4 and another for Top-8) derived for each sunrise were fitted to a straight line, 
whose slopes were compared with the identity relation (gray dashed line). If the slopes are close to 1, then the 
observations indicate aerosol conditions similar to those found for the reference signals (cloud-free twilight). On 
the contrary, if the slopes are <1, then the observations point to the possible presence of high ALs. Note that 
because the high ALs increase irradiance at surface during twilight and the reference signals are plotted in the 
x-axis of Figure 2, the slopes are expected to be smaller than 1 under cloud conditions. In the examples illustrated 
in Figure 2, we obtained slope values of 1.01, 0.95, and 0.69 at 450 nm for sols 190, 178, and 311, respectively. 
We estimated that the slopes are significantly different to 1 when the slopes are smaller than ∼0.97. This thresh-
old represents the maximum slope value below 1 for which signal differences relative to the reference signal 
are significant (accounting for signal errors). Therefore, based on these results we can infer that high ALs were 
potentially present at sunrise only for sols 178 and 311.

For determining the composition of the detected high ALs (layers made of ices or just dust), as both high-altitude 
clouds or detached dust layers are expected to cause similar effects on the slope values, we will make use of the 
ratio between the intensity at zenith measured at two different wavelengths. In particular, by choosing two wave-
lengths at which the single scattering albedo (or the imaginary part of the refractive index) of the dust particles 
is very different but approximately the same for water ice, then the value of the ratio between the intensities at 
these two wavelengths highly depends on the aerosol composition. We can compute these ratios, defined here as 
the color index (CI), from the measurements made by different RDS Top channels; a CI from the ratio between 
Top 3 (250–400) and Top 6 (750 nm) channels, and another CI from the ratio between Top 4 (450) and Top 6 
(750 nm) channels. This selection of channels is based on the fact that dust particles have a much greater imag-
inary refractive index at 250–400 and 450 nm than at 750 nm (Wolff et al., 2009, 2010). According to this CI 
definition and since the single scattering albedo of the water (or CO2) ice particles is ∼1 in any of these three RDS 
channels, we expect greater values of Top3 (250–400 nm)/Top6 (750 nm) and Top4 (450 nm)/Top6 (750 nm) 
when the high-altitude ALs are made of water ice than when they are composed of only dust. Although similar 
results would be obtained by using the Top 8 (950 nm) channel instead of the Top 6, we made this election 
because the Top 6 wavelength range is the closest one to the minimum in the imaginary refractive index of the 
dust (Wolff et al., 2009). It is important to note here that the CI is also sensitive to variations in the cloud particle 
size. In particular, an increase in the particle radius of the high-altitude ALs would also decrease the CI values 

Figure 2. Correlation between the Radiation and Dust Sensor signals at 450 (blue) and 950 nm (red) measured for a cloud-free day, represented in the x-axis, and 
during the dawn of (a) sol 190, (b) 178, and (c) 311, represented in the y-axis. For each twilight we derived two correlation plots, one per channel, whose measurements 
are compared with the signals measured under cloud-free conditions for the same solar zenith angles. The correlation curves were fitted to a straight line (solid lines 
in blue and red for the Top 4 and Top 8 channels, respectively) whose slope is used to infer the presence of aerosol layer. The gray dashed line represents the identity 
relation.
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(for a constant opacity). This is due to the dependence of the phase function and single scattering albedo on the 
particle radius.

2.3. Atmospheric and Radiative Transfer Modeling

The cloud properties are derived by modeling the RDS Top measurements with RT simulations. We first inves-
tigated the sensitivity of the RDS signals to different cloud properties (e.g., altitude, opacity, geometrical thick-
ness, particle shape), and found that the cloud altitude, number density, and particle radius are the parameters 
with the greatest impact. RT simulations at twilight are made with a three-dimensional Monte Carlo RT model 
in spherical geometry (since the plane-parallel approximation breaks down for high SZAs) previously used for 
cloud properties retrievals on Earth (Gomez-Martin et al., 2021; Toledo, Rannou, Pommereau, Sarkissian, & 
Foujols, 2016), Titan (Rannou et al., 2016; West et al., 2016), and adapted to the Martian atmosphere (Toledo, 
Rannou, Pommereau, & Foujols, 2016; Toledo et al., 2017). Since Monte Carlo RT simulations take a long 
time to calculate, the retrieval procedure makes use of a pre-computed set of look-up tables, for minimizing 
the mean square difference between simulated and observed RDS signals. Cloud scattering properties are 
computed with Mie theory and the refractive index of water ice (Warren, 1984). The cloud geometrical thick-
ness was fixed at 2 km (we varied this parameter up to values of 6 km and did not found significant variations 
in the simulations), and the cloud spatial distribution density was defined by a Gaussian height profile, scaled 
to produce the desired opacity. The dust scattering properties were derived from the empirical formulation 
proposed by Pollack and Cuzzi (1980) and using the spectral refractive index given in Wolff et al. (2009) is 
used. The RDS signals were normalized by the intensity measured at SZA = 90° (or the minimum SZA of the 
twilight) to reduce the impact of the background dust properties (opacity and reff) on the cloud retrievals. For 
the vertical distribution of dust particles, we adopted the modified Conrath profile (Conrath, 1975) proposed 
by Forget et al. (1999).

𝜏𝜏(z) = 𝜏𝜏0 ⋅ 𝜎𝜎(z) ⋅ exp
[

𝜈𝜈 ⋅
(

1 − 𝜎𝜎(z)
−l
)]

 (1)

where τ0 is the vertical opacity at surface, σ(z) is the ratio between the pressure at z level and the pressure at 
surface (here we assume p varies with height as p = p0⋅exp(−z/H), where p0 is the pressure at surface and H the 
scale height and equal to 11 km), ν is a constant set to 0.007 and l is the ration between a reference height (set to 
70 km) and the altitude of the top of the dust layer (Zmax). We investigated the use of more complex dust vertical 
distributions in our RT simulations. Based on previous works, we simulated the RDS signals using a dust vertical 
profile resulting from a Conrath-type profile and a detached dust layer (defined by a Gaussian height profile) 
with variable altitude. We found no significant differences in the cloud retrievals using this non-monotonic dust 
vertical distributions for detached-dust layer altitudes less than or equal to 25 km. Based on the results reported 
in McCleese et al. (2010) and Heavens et al. (2011a, 2011b), which found the maximum dust mass mixing ratio 
at altitudes between 15 and 25 km (for MY 28–29 and for most of the northern spring and summer), we favored 
the simple Conrath-type profiles over more complex dust structures for our retrieval analysis.

3. Results
3.1. Presence of Clouds in the Period Ls 39°–262°

The slope analysis described in 2.2 was performed for all the twilights available up to sol 492 (Ls = 262°), whose 
results are displayed in the upper panel of Figure 3a. An inspection of the slope values reveals 4 obvious periods 
of different high altitude aerosol activity:

1.  Between Ls ∼ 39° and 50°, high-altitude ALs signatures in the RDS signals are found for about ∼40% of the 
twilights covered by MEDA. In general, the slopes obtained at sunrise are smaller than those during sunset, 
suggesting greater opacities or altitudes. We cannot establish the start of this period as no RDS data with high 
gain is available before Ls = 39°. In the following section and in Appendix A we will show that these ALs are 
at altitudes above ∼30 km.

2.  The second period, between Ls ∼ 50° and 114°, is characterized by a notable drop in the high-altitude aero-
sol detections: in this period, values of the slopes are close to 1. Only 27 twilights out of 101 present slopes 
smaller than 0.97 for Top 4 (450 nm) channel, and 15 out of 101 for Top 8 (950 nm) channel. The particular 
conditions which led to this decrease are unclear and will be discussed in Section 3.3.
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3.  After the second period, we see a decrease in the slopes derived from both channels, and thus an increase 
in the number of twilights with the presence of high-altitude ALs. In general, the slopes during this period 
are smaller than those for the first period and decrease with Ls (before reaching the minimum), indicating 
higher aerosol altitudes or opacities if we assume that the slope in our correlation plots decrease with these 
two parameters (this will be demonstrated in the next section). The decrease in the correlation slopes lasts 
up to Ls ∼ 150°, which is when the minimum is found. During this period of maximum high-altitude aerosol 
activity (between Ls = 114° and 162°) is when the cameras of Perseverance rover and MEDA detected the 

Figure 3. (a) Correlation slopes derived from the procedure described in Figure 2 and the Radiation and Dust Sensor (RDS) 
Top 4 (blue squares) and Top 8 (red squares) observations for the twilights covered by RDS up to sol 492. The black dashed 
line indicates the time when a regional dust storm was observed in Jezero (Lemmon, Smith, et al., 2022), and the black solid 
line shows the 0.97 threshold value. (b) color index signals used to discriminate between dust and ice are computed from the 
ratio between the RDS Top 3 (250–400 nm) and Top 6 (750 nm) observations (blue dots) and from the ratio between the RDS 
Top 4 (450) and Top 6 (750 nm) observations (red dots).
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formation of a 22° scattering halo (Lemmon, Toledo, et al., 2022) around the Sun, Ls = 142° and when a 
regional dust storm (MY36/2022A) was actively raising dust in Jezero crater (Lemmon, Smith, et al., 2022; 
Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2022; M. D. Smith et al., 2023), Ls = 153°–156° (indicated by the black dashed line).

4.  For Ls > ∼156° (after the dust storm), the slopes become closer to 1 but with values smaller than during the 
second period and highly variable. The variability during the last period could indicate a change in the kind of 
aerosol (ice or dust) present in the higher parts of the atmosphere.

Although the results shown in Figure 3a may indicate a change in the aerosol-type present during twilight after 
the regional dust storm MY36/2022A (dashed black line in Figure 3a), from the correlation slopes we cannot 
directly discriminate between high-altitude detached dust layers or clouds. Indeed, in both scenarios the RDS 
observations at 450 and 950 nm would show an increase respect to the reference signals, and thus have a slope 
lower than 1 in the correlation plots. To evaluate the possible aerosol composition of the different detected high 
ALs, Figure 3b shows the ratios Top 3 (250–400 nm)/Top 6 (750 nm) and Top 4 (450 nm)/Top 6 (750 nm) (CI 
defined in Section 2.2) for the same twilights analyzed in Figure 3a. For each twilight, we represent the ratio 
values given at SZA ∼ 90°. From approximately Ls = 39° until Ls = 150°, which is within the ACB season, the 
CI does not show strong variations. At the time around when the regional dust storm passed over the Perseverance 
rover site, the CI decreased by a factor of 2 in a few sols. This is consistent with the presence of dust layers at high 
altitude and the increase in the dust opacity as a result of the dust storm. Interestingly, although the CI increased 
once the dust storm had vanished, it never recovered the values registered before. Moreover, the CI time-series 
clearly shows a negative trend after Ls ∼ 172°. Therefore, based on these results we can identify two periods 
with different aerosol scenarios during twilight: (a) a first period from Ls ∼ 39° to ∼150° with high and stable CI 
values likely produced by the presence of predominantly water ice; (b) a second period with lower CI values that 
are decreasing with time, mainly dominated by dust. This is also consistent with the results using the observations 
made by MEDA-TIRS and reported in M. D. Smith et al. (2023) that a systematic change in the diurnal trend of 
the aerosol opacity occurred around Ls 150°. In that work, a diurnal and a seasonal component in the aerosol 
opacity variability was derived, and from that it was inferred that after the regional dust storm the dust was the 
aerosol dominating the opacity.

On the basis of these results, we conclude that high-altitude ALs found in the correlation slopes before Ls ∼ 150° 
were mainly made of ice particles, while the cases after that date corresponded to ALs whose opacity was domi-
nated by dust. From the analysis of the correlation slopes and the CI we cannot infer whether the observed ice 
particles consisted of clouds (detached layers at a given altitude) or hazes vertically extended over several km. 
In the next section, we will make use of RT simulations to constrain the cloud properties of the detection cases 
before Ls 150°. As indicated before, the CI values are also sensitive to variations in the cloud particle radius. 
Nonetheless, because the decrease in CI coincides with the end of the ACB season and our RT simulations do not 
indicate a systematic change in the particle radius around Ls 150°, we conclude that the drop in CI is primarily 
due to the aerosol composition.

3.2. Cloud Altitude, Opacity, and Particle Size Retrievals

The cloud altitude, number density and particle size were derived by fitting the RDS Top 4 (450) and Top 8 
(950 nm) twilight observations simultaneously with the model described in Section 2.3. The cloud opacity at 
each wavelength is derived from the fitted cloud number density and the particle cross section, computed from 
the fitted reff and the refractive index of water ice. Only the twilights for which the RDS observations covered the 
minimum SZA range of (91°–97°) were considered in the analysis (a total of 161 twilights). In Appendix A we 
demonstrate that for clouds above ∼30 km, our retrievals are not significantly affected by the vertical extension 
of the main dust layer (for this reason and to decrease the number of free parameters, our analysis is focused on 
altitudes above 30 km). Assuming that there were not detached dust layers above 25 km in our observations for 
the cloudy period, we used a Zmax = 45 km for the dust profiles. We did not find significant differences in our 
cloud retrievals by varying this parameter from 30 to 50 km. We also performed a sensitivity analysis for the dust 
opacity and reff, detailed in Appendix B, to evaluate the impact of these parameters on the cloud retrievals. We 
found that for opacity and reff values between 0.3 and 0.6, and between 1.2 and 1.4 μm, respectively, our cloud 
retrievals are not significantly affected. For this reason and based on the times series of the dust opacity retrieved 
from images taken regularly by SkyCam (see Appendix B), these parameters are fixed to 0.4 and 1.4 μm. Regard-
ing the cloud particle shape, we investigated the impact in the RDS signals when using different shapes other 
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than spheres (to see if adding an additional free parameter was needed). In particular, similar simulations were 
made but using spheroid and cylindrical particles and we did not find significant variations (see Appendix C for 
more information). Therefore, the only free parameters in our inversion analysis are the cloud altitude, opacity 
and particle radius.

Figure 4 shows three of our best fits to the data acquired by Top-4 and Top-8 sensors during twilight for sol 
78, 99, and 292, and where we can see that we match the normalized signals very well (reduced Chi-square 
function, χ 2, values < 1.2). For these cases, the correlation slopes are 0.97, 1.01, and 0.92 at 450 nm, and 0.96, 
0.99, and 0.95 at 950 nm, respectively. For sol 99, whose slope is ∼1, the observations could be fitted without 
a cloud in the RT model. This is consistent with our assumption in Section 3.1 that slopes ∼1 are indicative of 
skies free of high-altitude ALs. For the fitted signals for sol 78, whose intensities are greater than those on sol 
99 for the same SZAs, we used the cloud model described above and we derived a cloud altitude, opacity and reff 
of 42.8 ± 4.1 km, 0.011 ± 0.004 and 1.14 ± 0.21 μm, respectively. We originally attempted to fit the data using 
only the dust Conrath profiles, with Zmax treated as a free parameter, but could not achieve a fit with a reasonably 
good χ 2 using this model (reduced χ 2 ≫ 1). However, for the same observations (sol 78), a reduced χ 2 similar 
to that obtained with the detached cloud model was achieved by using a cloud vertically extended over several 
kilometers and with reff < 0.4 μm. In this aerosol model, referred as the haze model thereafter, the layer of ice 
particles is extended over 30 km (or more) and centered at an altitude of 40 km. Therefore, for these particular 
observations we could not infer if the deviation with respect to the reference signals was produced by the presence 
of detached clouds or hazes. For the three twilights, the observations made on sol 292 show the higher deviations 
with respect to the reference signals, and the cloud model provides fitted cloud altitude, opacity and reff values of 
42.0 ± 2.0 km, 0.031 ± 0.006 and 1.34 ± 0.52 μm, respectively. For these observations, neither the haze model 
nor the dust model could fit the data with a reasonably good χ 2, thus indicating unequivocally the presence of 
clouds. Although the opacities derived for sol 78 and 292 are small, it is important to note that these opacities 
represent the average over the sensor's FOV. If, during the detection, the clouds covered only a few percent of 
the FOV, then our retrieved cloud opacity would be smaller than that derived from an instrument (e.g. a camera) 
whose FOV is fully covered by the cloud. Another point to note is that from this analysis we can only infer the 
cloud or haze opacity above ∼30 km (see Appendix A), and thus the opacity contribution from clouds or hazes 
below this level are not included in the cloud opacity retrievals.

A similar analysis was performed for all the twilights covered by MEDA up to Ls = 150°, which is the time when 
the drop in the CI is observed (Figure 3). For the complete data set (a total of 161 twilights analyzed with the RT 
model), the signals shown in Figure 4 are representative examples. In 54 twilights, RDS observations indicated 
the presence of clouds, whose fitted parameters are displayed in the left panels of Figure 5 (a, c, and e). In these 
cases, the cloud model achieved reduced χ 2 values < 1.2, and similar results were not obtained (in terms of χ 2) 
by replacing the cloud layer by a vertically extended haze. That is to say, these cases are like the twilight on sol 
292 analyzed in Figure 4. On the other hand, for a total of 40 twilights, we found that both the cloud and haze 
models fitted the data with reduced χ 2 values < 1.2. The results obtained for these cases using the cloud model 

Figure 4. Comparison between simulations and observations at 450 (left) and 950 nm (right) for the twilights of sols 78, 99, 
and 292. The shaded areas represent the errors and the red dashed lines the simulations using the cloud parameters fitted for 
each case. For each twilight, the observations at 450 and 950 nm were fitted simultaneously.
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are displayed in the right panels of Figure 5 (b, d, and f). For the rest of the twilights, we have: (a) 42 cases with 
cloud opacities below our limit of detection (∼0.004), defined in this work as the minimum opacity to produce a 
variation of at least 5% respect to the reference signals at SZA = 93°; (b) 25 cases for which none of the models 
achieved a good fit (likely due to changes in the cloud opacity during the twilight period or to complex aerosol 
scenarios). Therefore, in the 58% of the twilights analyzed we found signatures of clouds or hazes in the RDS 
signals. In most of the cases the clouds were found at altitudes between 40 and 50 km. Based on these altitudes, 
we assume these clouds are made of water ice. However, we point that from the modeling of the RDS signals, we 
cannot directly discriminate between clouds made of CO2 or H2O ice. Therefore, we can not rule out the possibil-
ity that some of the clouds shown in Figure 5 are made of CO2 ice (in particular those with the highest altitudes). 
In general, the cloud particle sizes were in the range between reff = 0.6 and 2 μm (accounting for the errors in this 

Figure 5. Cloud altitude, opacity, and effective radius (reff) retrieved from Radiation and Dust Sensor (RDS) Top-4 and Top-8 twilight observations up to Ls = 150° 
using the cloud model described in Section 2.3. The left panels (a, c, and e) represent the cloud cases for which only the cloud model could fit the data with a reduced 
χ 2 < 1.2, while the right ones (b, d, and f) the cases for which both the cloud and haze models achieved fits with reduced χ 2 < 1.2. The purple dots indicate the twilight 
Ls dates for which the minimum solar zenith angles range (91°–97°) was covered by the RDS observations.
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parameter), which is in agreement with the sizes derived in previous works (e.g., Guzewich & Smith, 2019) from 
orbital observations.

Similar to the results shown in Figure 3, the cloud and haze retrievals show an increase in the cloud opacity 
in the period between Ls ∼120° and 150°, which is when the scattering halo was observed (Lemmon, Toledo, 
et  al.,  2022). The minimum and maximum cloud opacities registered for this period are 0.008  ±  0.002 and 
0.043 ± 0.013, which again represent the average cloud opacity over the RDS Top sensors FOV. We also see 
a decrease in the number of cloud and haze detections in the period between Ls ∼ 50° and 114°, as well as a 
decrease in the cloud altitude and opacity, which confirms the conclusions derived in previous section from the 
correlation slope analysis; within the ACB season and assuming the cloudy season started in Jezero at Ls ∼ 39° or 
before, the RDS twilight observations point to a discontinuity in the cloud activity above ∼30 km around aphelion 
(Ls ∼ 70°). In general, observations made by the Visual Monitoring Camera (VMC) camera aboard Mars Express 
along MYs 29 to 35 show a low presence of twilight clouds at the latitude of Jezero crater compared to latitudes 
farther south (Hernández-Bernal et al., 2021). A comparison of both methods suggests that with RDS we easily 
detect morning and evening clouds or hazes of low optical thickness while from orbit we detect clouds with much 
higher optical thicknesses.

3.3. The Decrease in Cloud Activity Around Ls 70°

The results discussed in previous sections indicate a notable decrease in the cloud activity, opacity and height 
for the period around aphelion (Ls = 70°). This particular seasonal feature of the cloud distribution has been 
observed in some previous datasets. Hernández-Bernal et al. (2021) investigated the formation of clouds in the 
mesosphere using images from the Mars Express VMC camera at twilight, and found a decrease in the cloud 
activity around the same period. However, this particular seasonal variation does not appear to be present in 
orbiter-derived records of water ice column opacity (τice−column). For instance, the data set of τice−column for more 
than 3.5 MY derived in M. D. Smith (2009) from THEMIS instrument on-board Mars Odyssey does not appear 
to show a minimum in τice−column for Ls ∼ 70°. Similar conclusions are drawn from the τice−column values derived 
in Wolff et al. (2022) and Atwood et al. (2022) from observations by instruments on-board the Emirates Mars 
Mission. For the same period analyzed in this work, the column aerosol optical depth (dust plus water ice cloud) 
derived in M. D. Smith et al. (2023) from MEDA-TIRS observations does not display a minimum around aphe-
lion either. A possible explanation for these different results is that the decrease in cloud activity around aphe-
lion occurs only at altitudes above 30–35 km for which the cloud opacity (Figure 5) is very small compared to 
τice−column. M. D. Smith et al. (2023) demonstrated that up to Ls = 150°, ice is the aerosol component dominating 
the diurnal and seasonal variability of the aerosol optical depth in Jezero. These variations can be as large as 0.2, 
which is roughly 10 times greater than the largest cloud opacity retrieved in this study. If the mesospheric-cloud 
opacities represent this small percentage of τice−column, then it would be difficult to detect the seasonal variations 
reported in this study using such measurements. Therefore, the fact that the minimum around aphelion reported 
in this work is not found in τice−column indicates that this particular seasonal feature occurs only at altitudes above 
30–35 km. Interestingly, the decrease in mesospheric-cloud activity around aphelion has also been reported for 
CO2 clouds. Using observations at limb from the Thermal Emission Spectrometer and the Mars Orbiter Camera 
onboard the Mars Global Surveyor, Clancy et  al.  (2003,  2007) reported the occurrence of equatorial meso-
spheric clouds during MYs 24–26. The seasonal variation of detections revealed a first period of mesospheric 
cloud activity between Ls = 0° and 55°, a pause in cloud occurrence around aphelion, and a second period of 
cloud activity between Ls = 105° and 180°. A similar decrease in the equatorial mesospheric cloud activity 
around  aphelion (in particular between Ls = 60° and 90°, see Määttänen et al. (2013)) was also revealed from the 
spectrometer OMEGA on board Mars Express.

The decrease in the cloud activity around aphelion reported in Figures 3 and 5 can be mainly due to variations in: 
(a) the saturation ratio (S), defined as the ratio of the partial pressure of the vapor to its saturation vapor pressure 
and (b) the concentration of cloud condensation nuclei (dust particles). A decrease in S can be produced by a 
decrease in the partial pressure of water or by an increase in the saturation vapor pressure. The saturation vapor 
pressure decreases with decreasing temperature. A decrease in S resulting from rising temperature is not expected 
for Ls ∼ 70° (based on modeling as we will show below).

With regard to the concentration of condensation nuclei, the seasonal variability of the vertical extension of the 
main dust layer may have an impact on the cloud activity reported here. From the analysis of stellar occultations 
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at UV wavelengths by the SPICAM instrument, Montmessin et  al.  (2006) 
derived the seasonal variations of the top of the haze layer (𝐴𝐴 Z

ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

max  ), and found 
a correlation with the eccentric Martian orbit. In particular, in that work the 
altitude of the haze layer top was fitted to a cosine function, whose minimum 
(hazetop minimum) occurs near aphelion. On the basis of the dust climatol-
ogy reported in Anderson and Leovy (1978) and Jaquin et al. (1986), who 
also found a link between 𝐴𝐴 Z

ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

max  and the variable insolation driven by the orbit 
eccentricity, Forget et al. (1999) derived the function 60 + 18⋅sin(Ls − 160°)  
− 22⋅sin(ϕ) 2, where ϕ is the latitude, to parametrize the seasonal variation of 
the altitude of the top of the dust layers. Figure 6 shows the variation of 𝐴𝐴 Z

ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

max  
with Ls given by the functions reported in both works, along with the daily 
average temperature at 1.45 m derived from the MEDA-ATS and the proce-
dure described in Munguira et al. (2022). Here we see that both works report 
the minimum in the dust vertical extension during aphelion (at Ls ∼ 70°). 
As discussed in Montmessin et al. (2006), the minimum in 𝐴𝐴 Z

ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

max  during this 
period (minimum in temperatures) results from the weakening of convective 
activity and the lower altitude of the cloud condensation level (dust scaveng-
ing by the clouds at the condensation level limits the amount of dust that can 
be transported to upper altitudes). This scenario could explain the minimum 

in the cloud activity at altitudes above ∼30 km found in this work since a notable decrease in the concentration of 
dust particles (cloud nuclei) in the mesosphere could inhibit the formation of clouds.

Another potential reason for the decrease in the cloud activity is the seasonal variation of the water vapor. We 
compared our results with the output of the Mars Climate Database (MCD) developed at the Laboratoire de 
Météorologie Dynamique (Forget et al., 1999). Figure 7 shows MCD outputs of the water vapor volume mixing 
ratio (𝐴𝐴 n𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂

 ) and water ice mixing ratio (τice) in Jezero at 6.0 hr local time for Ls between 40° and 100° and at 
altitudes between 20 and 50  km. These simulations are given for the average dust climatology scenario; see 
Madeleine et  al.  (2011) and Navarro et  al.  (2014) for a full description of the model including the dust and 
water cycles. From these MCD outputs we identify a decrease in 𝐴𝐴 n𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂

 around aphelion at altitudes above 30 km, 
displaying the greatest drop between Ls = 40° and 50° and at altitudes above ∼30 km. Although the drop in the 
cloud activity shown in Figure 5 occurs after Ls ∼50°, the 𝐴𝐴 n𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂

 profiles indicate a minimum around aphelion. We 
also see that the τice profiles shown in Figure 7 indicate a minimum around the same period and at altitudes above 
∼30 km, which is consistent with the results reported in this work.

In summary we find that the decrease in the cloud activity around Ls 70° can be explained by: (a) the expected 
lower altitudes of the top of the dust layer because of the weakening of the convective activity; (b) the lower 
altitude of the cloud condensation level; and (c) the seasonal variation of 𝐴𝐴 n𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂

 (MCD predicts lower values 
around aphelion). The total column opacity derived from orbiter and ground-based observations does not show a 
minimum around that period. This suggests that the decrease in the cloud activity found in this work must occur 
only at altitudes above 30–35 km. We compared our results with the water ice cloud occurrence and properties 
derived in Stcherbinine et al. (2022) from solar occultation measurements by the atmospheric chemistry suite 

Figure 6. Variation of the haze top with Ls given in Montmessin et al. (2006) 
(blue solid line) and Forget et al. (1999) (blue dashed line), along with the 
daily average temperature (red solid line, right y-axis). For comparison 
purposes, the cloud altitudes derived in this work are also displayed.

Figure 7. Mars Climate Database results: variation of water vapor vol. mixing ratio (mol/mol) (left) and water ice mixing 
ratio (mol/mol) (right) with Ls and altitude at Perseverance landing location (longitude 77.45°E and latitude 18.44°N).
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instrument on-board the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (from Ls = 163° MY 
34 to Ls = 181° MY 36). The cloud retrievals reported in that work do not 
show a pause in the cloud occurrence similar to that found here. Figure 1 of 
Stcherbinine et al. (2022) shows that there is no temporal coverage near aphe-
lion at latitudes close to the equator (for the observations used in that study). 
Therefore, we conclude that a latitudinal component may be present in the 
cloud activity above 30–35 km.

3.4. Cloud Activity During Sunrise and Sunset

As indicated above, in 58% of the twilights analyzed with the RT simula-
tions (a total of 161 twilights) in Ls 39°–150° we found signatures of clouds 
or hazes in the RDS signals. In the 65% of the sunrises (with a total of 77 
cases) we have positive detections, while for the sunsets (with 84 cases) 
this is 52%. This different number of detections is likely due to the lower 
temperatures during the sunrise period. From MEDA-ATS observations, we 
found the minimum temperatures at sunrise to be about ∼20° cooler than at 
sunset (at surface). If temperatures are also greater at sunset at the altitudes 
analyzed in this work (although not necessarily with the same difference as 
at surface), then we might expect a greater saturation vapor pressure during 
sunset, and thus higher the partial pressure of the water vapor needed to reach 
the satura tion. This is consistent with the temperature predicted by the MCD. 
Figure 8 shows the temperatures profiles at sunrise and sunset predicted by 

MCD at three different Ls during the cloudy season. Here we see warmer temperatures at sunset compared with 
sunrise at altitudes higher than ∼40 km, which would explain the differences in the cloud frequency of formation 
in these two periods. For the detection cases shown in Figure 5, we found cloud altitudes around 47 ± 4 at sunrise 
and of 43 ± 5 km at sunset. Although from the temperature profiles displayed in Figure 8 we might expect clouds 
to form at higher altitudes at sunset rather than at sunrise, it is important to note here that, as a result of the errors 
in the estimation of the cloud altitude, we cannot establish if these model-determined differences in cloud altitude 
at sunrise and sunset are significant. Another factor that might bias the comparison between sunrise and sunset 
cloud altitudes is the seasonal variability of this parameter and the sampling of sunrises and sunsets covered by 
RDS, which is not always the same. The same applies to the cloud opacity and particle radius. Thus, except for 
the cloud activity, we cannot establish whether or not the cloud parameters are significantly different between 
these two periods.

4. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the first analysis of the MEDA-RDS observations made during twilight for the 
first 492 sols of the mission. We have demonstrated the capability of these observations to detect and character-
ize clouds (altitude, opacity and particle radius) above ∼30 km at the Perseverance landing site. We reached the 
following main conclusions:

1.  The RDS observations indicate high-altitude ALs present at twilight during the analyzed period Ls 39°–262° 
(although the first sol of the mission is for Ls 6°, the RDS measurements with an appropriate gain for this 
study were not available until Ls 39°). Based on the CI values, we infer the main constituent of these ALs to 
be ice for Ls < ∼150° (during the ACB season) or dust for Ls > ∼150°. The time of this change in the aerosol 
composition is almost coincident with the regional dust storm that developed around Ls ∼ 153° (Lemmon, 
Smith, et al., 2022; Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2022) and which was also observed by orbiter instrumentation 
such as the Emirates Mars Infrared Spectrometer (M. D. Smith et al., 2022) or the Mars Climate Sounder 
(MCS) (see MCS dust maps in http://www-mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/mars/dust_climatology/index.html described 
in Montabone et al. (2020)).

2.  For the cloudy period, Ls 39°–150°, our RT simulations show the presence of clouds or hazes for 58% of the 
twilights analyzed (a total of 161), or for 65% and 52% of the sunrises and sunsets covered by RDS, respec-
tively. The higher cloud activity during sunrise is likely due to the lower temperatures compared sunset. For 
the rest of the twilights covered by RDS, our model provided cloud opacities below our limit of detection 

Figure 8. Mars Climate Database results: variation of temperature with 
altitude at sunrise (blue lines) and sunset (red lines) at three different Ls: 50° 
(solid lines), 100° (dashed lines), and 130° (dotted lines). These simulations 
are for the average dust climatology scenario and at Perseverance landing 
location.
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(42 cases) or could not fit the data reasonably well (reduced χ 2 values > 1.2) (25 cases). These latter cases 
are probably due to changes in the cloud opacity during the twilight period (∼30 min) or to complex aerosol 
vertical distributions not reproduced by the model.

3.  From the slopes of the correlation analysis and the RT retrievals, a notable decrease in cloud activity is identi-
fied in the period Ls 50°–114°, around aphelion, which is approximately when the MEDA-ATS sensors report 
the minimum temperatures at surface. From the few detection cases, we also see for this period a decrease in 
the cloud altitude and opacity. The column cloud aerosol optical depth (dust plus water ice) reported in M. 
D. Smith et al. (2023) at the same location and time does not show a minimum at the same period, nor do the 
water ice column opacities (τice−column) derived from orbiter observations. This indicates that the reduced cloud 
activity observed in this work is occurring at altitudes above 30–35 km but not below, and that, as a result of 
the small opacities given in Figure 5 with respect to τice−column, the decrease in cloud activity at Ls ∼ 70° is not 
evident in such measurements.

4.  Less cloud activity (above 30–35  km) during the aphelion was also found in previous years (e.g., 
Hernández-Bernal et al., 2021) over the equator and the southern belt around 45°S, which might indicate this 
is a seasonal feature. Based on previous analyses and the predictions by the MCD model, we infer these vari-
ations in the cloud activity might be due to a decrease in the concentration of the cloud nuclei (dust particles) 
or in the water vapor mixing ratio in the mesosphere.

5.  The cloudiest time over the Perseverance site for the analyzed period is between Ls = 120°–150° for which we 
also find the greatest cloud opacities (maximum value 0.04 ± 0.01 weighted over the RDS Top sensors FOV). 
For the whole cloudy period, we found an average cloud altitude and opacity of 46 ± 4 km and 0.017 ± 0.004, 
respectively. In most of the cases, the cloud particles sizes (effective radius) were found to be in between 0.6 
and 2 μm. Based on the retrieved cloud altitudes and the analyzed period (ACB period), we infer that the 
detected clouds are made of H2O ice. However, from the RDS observations is not possible to directly discrim-
inate between CO2 or H2O ice particles, and thus we cannot rule out the possibility that some of the detected 
cloud layers were made of CO2. Interestingly, the seasonal variation in cloud activity reported in this work is 
similar to that reported in previous works for the equatorial CO2 ice clouds (Määttänen et al., 2013).

Appendix A: Vertical Extension of the Dust Layer
In the aerosol model described in Section 2.3 we have assumed a constant altitude of the main dust layer, para-
metrized with Zmax in the Conrath profiles (Equation 1), and equal to 45 km based on previous works (Forget 
et al., 1999; Montmessin et al., 2006). To investigate the impact of using a constant value of this parameter on 
the cloud retrievals, we varied Zmax from 45 to 35 km in our simulations. Figure A1 shows the variation of RDS 
Top-8 signal with SZA for different cloud altitudes and Zmax. For a cloud altitude of 20 km (left top panel), we see 
that the election of Zmax has a significant impact on the simulated signals. This is because above the cloud layer 
(in this particular case above 20 km), there is still a significant dust opacity affecting the irradiance observations. 
However, we see that as the cloud altitude is higher, the impact of Zmax on the simulated signals is smaller. That is 
to say, the cloud altitude at which above it the dust opacity is not significant, establishes the altitude at which Zmax 
does not have an impact on the retrievals. From the simulations shown in Figure A1, we see that the cases with 
cloud altitudes below 30–35 km are affected by Zmax, and thus those cases are not considered in the analysis. We 
could treat Zmax as a free parameter in our retrievals (and so include cases with cloud altitudes below 30–35 km), 
but then our model would be highly degenerate (multiple solutions). For this reason, our analysis is limited to 
clouds with altitudes above 30 km.
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Appendix B: Dust Opacity and Particle Radius
The retrieval analysis of the cloud properties is made for constant values of the dust opacity and reff. This elec-
tion was made attending to: (a) a number of RT simulations of the RDS signals for different values of these 
parameters; (b) the expected values of these parameters during the cloudy season; and (c) the increase in the 
degeneracy of our model when adding multiple free parameters. Figure B1 shows, as example, RDS Top-8 
signals simulated for different dust opacities and dust effective radii. While for the dust reff we find similar 
results, we see that for dust opacities smaller than ∼0.3 or greater than ∼0.6 the differences respect to the 
nominal case can be significant. Figure B2 shows the times series of the dust opacity retrieved from images 
taken regularly by SkyCam. These measurements are for the morning or the afternoon, and if two opacities are 
available for the same day, then the average of the two is represented. Except for a few cases (indicated with 
purple squares), the aerosol opacity was within the range (0.3–0.6). Therefore, except for these cases we do not 
expect larger systematic errors in the cloud retrievals caused by our assumptions of constant dust opacity and 
particle radius.

Figure A1. Radiation and Dust Sensor Top signals at 950 nm simulated for Zmax = 35 km (blue dashed line) and 45 km (red 
dashed line), and different cloud altitudes: 20, 25, 30, and 35 km. The dust optical properties are the same as in Figure 4.

Figure B1. Radiation and Dust Sensor Top signals at 950 nm simulated for: (a) different dust opacities and a constant reff of 
1.4 μm (left); (b) different dust effective radii and a constant dust opacity of 0.4 (right). In all the simulations a cloud layer is 
set at 40 km.
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Appendix C: Cloud Particle Shape
In Section 3.2 we have assumed that the scattering properties of clouds can be modeled using spherical parti-
cles (or Mie theory). However, cloud particles made of water ice may present more complex shapes, and thus 
the errors induced by assuming spherical particles should be evaluated. To this end, we computed different 
phase functions using the T-Matrix approach (Mishchenko, 1991; Mishchenko & Travis, 1994) for spheroid 
and cylindrical particles with different aspect ratios (ϵ). For spheroids, ϵ is the ratio of the horizontal to 
the rotational semi-axes, while for cylinders ϵ is the diameter-to-length ratio. Figure  C1 shows the phase 
functions for spheroid and cylindrical particles with different values of ϵ, an reff of 1  μm (in terms of the 
surface-equivalent-sphere radius) and the refractive index of water ice. Using these different phase functions, 
we simulated the RDS Top-8 observations for a cloud at an altitude of 40 km and an opacity of 0.005. The 
simulated signals are displayed in Figure 5 for which we used the same dust model as in Figure 4. Here we see 
that the cloud particle shape does not have a major impact on the simulated signals, with differences respect 
to the signal for spherical particles smaller than 5% at SZA = 93°. This is explain by the broad FOV of the 
RDS Top sensors (±15° in zenith angle). For a constant SZA, the RDS Top-8 and Top-4 sensors receive light 
at scattering angles between SZA − 15° and SZA + 15°. Thus, our observations are mainly sensitive to the 
angles of the phase function in the range SZA ± 15°, smoothing the differences produced by the different 
particle shapes.

Figure B2. AO derived from the images taken regularly by SkyCam in the morning or afternoon. If for a single day two AO measurements are available, then the 
average of the two is represented. The red and blue lines indicate the cloud and cloud-or-haze detection cases, respectively. The cases for which the AO was not in the 
range 0.3–0.6 (black dashed lines) are indicated with the purple squares.

Figure C1. Phase functions at 950 nm computed with T-Matrix for spheroid (left) and cylindrical (right) particles with 
different aspect ratios. These phase functions are for particles with reff of 1 μm and the refractive index of water ice.
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Data Availability Statement
All Perseverance data used in this study are publicly available via the Planetary Data System (Rodriguez-Manfredi 
& de la Torre Juarez, 2021). The slope and CI analyses, radiative transfer simulations, cloud retrievals, tempera-
tures, and MCD data of Figures 1-8, A1, B1, B2, C1, and C2 are available in an archive located at Toledo (2023).
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